Abstract-Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy (SICM) is one kind of Scanning Probe Microscopies (SPMs), and it can be used in mapping topographical features of sample at highresolution with free contact by measuring the ion current of ultra-micropipette. SICM is widely used in imaging soft samples for many distinct merits, such as high resolution imaging, simple preparation of probe and no harm to sample surface. However, it is undeniable that the scanning speed of SICM is much slower than other SPMs, especially for large scale and high resolution imaging. Fortunately, compressive sensing (CS), which breaks through the Shannon's sampling theorem for dramatically reducing sample rate, could improve scanning speed tremendously, but it still costs much time in image reconstruction. Therefore block compressive sensing was applied to SICM imaging for reducing the reconstruction time of sparse signals, and it has an anther further and unique application that it can achieve the function of image real-time display. In this paper, a new method of dividing blocks and a new matrix arithmetic operation was proposed to build the block compressive sensing model, and several experiments was taken to verified the superiority of block compressive sensing in reducing imaging time and image real-time display used SICM.
INTRODUCTION
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM), as one of scanning probe microscopies (SPMs), has opened up a new era of life science since it was invented in 1989 [1] , and has been developed to be a new tool to study material surface features at micro/nano-scale especially for soft samples with it unique advantages over other SPMs: high resolution imaging, simple preparation of probe and no damage to samples surface. Due to the limitation on the control technology and positioning precession, ultra-micropipette probe of SICM can accidently hit sample surface when scanning, which lead to probe damage, so it is usually used to image smooth and soft polyester film long time after SICM was invented. However, after Korchev [2] improved SICM and used it in imaging living cells, SICM has been developed rapidly and applied successfully to the study of the surface features and membrane functions of many classes of cells, such as melanoma cells [3] , myocardial cells [4] , and Renal epithelial cells [5] . Furthermore, SICM could be combined with other technologies to acquire more features correlated with sample morphology [6] , which further expands the application of SICM. But, for basic scanning, imaging time is about a few minutes and even dozens of minutes, which is very slow for what has limitation on observation time. So, it is a vital problem to improve imaging rate of SICM.
Compressive sensing has been built upon by Candes [7] and Donoho [8] , which is a type of under-sampling method that samples blow Nyquist rate to acquire high-resolution image. In conventional imaging system, Shannon's sampling theorem has to be followed to avoid information loss when capturing signals, that is, the sampling rate must be at least twice the maximum frequency of signals. For those sparse or compressible signals, compared with traditional sensing methods, compressive sensing uses much smaller amount of samples to reconstruct original signals (image) and get similar result. Nowadays, the compressive sensing theorem has been applied to AFM scanning [9] [10], which tremendously improves the observation rate of AFM. Likely, it could increase the imaging rate of SICM. But we would face another problem that we cannot observe real-time change of sample surface because original signals (image) can be reconstructed by compressive sensing only if all compressive signals were acquired, which is not suitable to the condition that it is needed to observe the real-time change of samples, especially for high-resolution image, for which the reconstruction time is much longer.
In this paper, a block compressive sensing approach is proposed based on compressive sensing, and it is a compressive sensing model built upon dividing the complete dictionary into blocks based on block-coherence [11] [12] [13] . Block compressive sensing can tremendously reduce image reconstruction time and storage space. However, only sufficient conditions for block-dividing have been proposed and how to easily and efficiently divide a signal into blocks is still a vital problem.
In this paper, we propose a new method to divide original signals (image) into blocks and a new matrix arithmetic operation to build the block compressive sensing model, which not only reduces the image reconstruction time and simplifies the complexity of block-dividing, but also realizes real-time display in SICM scanning.
II. COMPRESSIVE SENSING MODEL
Consider an unknown signal where M N , and the relationship between x and y can be represented by Eq (1) : properly [2] , by solving the minimized 1-norm optimization problem described as below:
But not all signals in the nature are sparse, so one of the key steps in CS is sparse representation of a signal, by which the signal can be transformed into a sparse signal through special projection matrix < , as shown in Eq (3):
x s <
It is proved that the smooth signals can be sparsely represented by Fourier or Wavelet transform, and the signals with bounded total-variation norm can be sparsely represented by Wavelet transform too [14] . And the orthogonal basis for sparse presentation can be found based on the characteristics of signals [15] . In this paper we will use the Fourier transform to sparsely represent the original signal. Now, denotes )< by 4 , and then Eq (1) can be rewritten as follows,
A good measurement matrix is a guarantee to precisely reconstruct original signals, but not all matrices are suitable for signal (image) reconstruction in compressive sensing. To better recover image, the measurement matrix ) must satisfy Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [16] . Gaussian matrix [17] and Bernoulli matrix [18] are two stable measurement matrices that satisfy RIP. Bernoulli matrix, consisting of 1 and 0, is chosen as a measurement matrix for image reconstruction algorithm in this study.
III. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION OF BLOCK COMPRESSIVE SENSING APPROACH
For the special signals with nonzero entries distributing in clusters, an efficient CS method, called block compressive sensing, based on block-coherence of measurement matrix, has been proposed to recover the sparse signals (image) by dividing the original signals (image) into several blocks [11] [12] , and these divided signals (image) called block-sparse signals. The efficiency of image reconstruction with block-sparse signals has been improved largely. However, this block-coherence-based method increases calculation complexity to properly divide the measurement matrix into blocks. In order to overcome this problem and further improve the image reconstruction efficiency, a new approach to dividing original signals has been proposed in this paper. Different from the block-coherence-based method, the new block-dividing approach is based on characteristics of original signals.
In this section, we introduce the block representation of sparse signals and a criterion for block-dividing. Then, we introduce a new matrix arithmetic operation, called Block Matrix Part Arithmetic (BMPA), as a basis for designing measurement matrix and measurement pattern. In practice, the measurement matrix is used in image reconstruction, and the measurement pattern is transformed from the measurement matrix and is used in the stage of scanning to decide where are to be sampled.
A. Method of Block-Dividing
Without loss of generality, a multiple-channel signal ( ) ( 1, 2,..., ) 
. So the matrix X can be described as follow: .. ..
k denotes the i th row and j th column submatrix. Furthermore, in the case of single-channel signal, the matrix X can be formed into a multiple-channel signal by dividing the signal into blocks with equal size.
For a very sparse signal, we always can find some blocks in which all entries are zeros and hence the corresponding measurements are zeros. Therefore it is not needed to reconstruct those blocks and assign zeros to those entries directly, which could improve the reconstruction rate. In addition, the signal with nonzero entries can be assembled into clusters by sorting properly. However, how to divide a signal (image) into a block matrix so that it is guaranteed to effectively reconstruct the image is a challenging issue in image sensing and reconstruction.
To solve this problem, we first introduce the following proposition: 
We should collect as many zero entries into cluster as possible so as to improve the efficiency of signal (image) construction since zero blocks do not cost the iteration time.
And we hope that all zero entries assemble into several blocks. We could use the following optimization objective as a criterion to assemble zero blocks, Figure 1 to show the BMPA in detail.
According to the studies by Candes and Tao [9] , image reconstruction from sparse signals is steady only if the measurement matrix satisfies the RIP and the original signal is sparse enough. In order to prove the feasibility of sparse signal 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the advantages of the proposed block compressive sensing in SICM imaging are demonstrated with several experimental results for imaging efficiency and realtime display through scanning the same part of a grid with different methods. First, we scanned a certain part of the grid with the traditional sampling method that acquires all signals. Then we used traditional CS to scan the same part of sample surface by acquiring half of the original signals. Finally, the same area of the grid was imaged twice based on different measurement patterns based on BMPA for different number of blocks, one is 2 x 2 , and another 3 x 3.
SICM is one type of scanning probe microscopies and is used in mapping topographical features of samples at highresolution with free contact by measuring the ion current of ultra-micropipette. SICM has three imaging modes, which are direct-current mode [1] , modulation mode and hopping mode [19] . In the hoping mode, it is needed to set contrast current when ultra-micropipette tip is away from the sample surface, and ultra-micropipette tip approaches to the sample until the current reach the setting current, and the sample height equals to the tip moving distance in direction of Z axis. Then the tip moves to acquire the height information of next pixel. The whole topography of sample is acquired by repeating these two steps. While the time of the tip approaches to the sample surface in Z axis is much longer than that in X and Y axis, because the tip keep exploring until it reach the setting current in Z axis. So reducing the sampling rate is a key to improving imaging efficiency.
In order to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed block compressive sensing used in SICM, the experimental results with different image sensing described are compared. In the first experiment, the traditional imaging method was used to scan all pixels in the selected sample surface, the image is shown in Figure 2 (a) . The scanned area of sample surface is 15mm×15mm and the image resolution is 90×90 pixels. In the second experiment, the traditional compressive sensing was used to acquire the features of the same area and to recover the original image by scanning half number of pixels. In this experiment, the Bernoulli random matrix was chosen as the measurement matrix and the measure pattern is composed of 0 and 1, determining a pixel to be scanned for 1 or not for 0. The image recovered by traditional compressive sensing is shown in Figure 2 (b) . The last two experiments were implemented to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed blocks compressive sensing over the traditional compressive sensing. We divided the original image into 2×2 blocks in one experiment and 3×3 blocks in another, and scanned half number of pixels for both cases, and the images of sample area constructed through the measurement matrices based on the two block-dividing strategies are shown in Figure  2 In order to demonstrate the advantages of the BMPAbased block compressive sensing, we evaluate the recovered image in the four cases in term of imaging time and error. We compare the imaging time for these four imaging strategies of SICM, including SICM scanning time, image reconstruction time and total imaging time, and the comparison result is shown in Figure 3 . It is obvious that the scanning time is closely related to the sampling rate and half time is saved at the scanning stage with compressive sensing compared to traditional sampling method. And from the comparison of reconstruction time, it is shown that reconstruction time used block compressive sensing is much less than traditional compressive sensing, because those images were recovered by solving convex optimization problem and the algorithm time complexity is 3 ( ) n 2 , where n indicates the length of original signals (image), meaning that the larger the number n , the more the reconstruction time. Hence, it will cost much more reconstruction time for high-resolution imaging using traditional compressive sensing. In the comparison of total time, imaging with traditional compressive sampling saves little time compared with traditional sampling method, and we could even predict that the compressive sensing would lose its advantage in the imaging time reduction for high-resolution imaging; while using block compressive sensing the advantage in the imaging time will remain. Additionally, in order to illustrate that there is no significant quality loss using compressive sampling method compared with the image acquired by the traditional sampling method, image reconstruction error using different compressive sensing strategies is calculated. The error was assessed by the criterion: mean square error (MSE), described as Eq (6): Figure 4 . It is obvious that there is no much difference in image quality loss with different imaging strategies and all imaging errors are quit small. Overall, it can be concluded that block compressive sensing is superior to traditional compressive sensing because block compressive sensing causes similar quality loss to traditional compressive sending, but significantly reduce image time.
Another unique advantage of block compressive sensing over traditional compressive sensing is real-time display. In Figure 5 , an example is shown to demonstrate the function of real-time display in SICM imaging; here we scanned a grid using block compressive sensing with dividing original signals into 3 x 3 blocks and just sampled half number of pixels.
I. CONCLUSION
SICM sampling speed is much slower than other SPMs because it needs to continually feedback the current signals until the ultra-micropipette tip reach sample surface. So in order to reduce imaging time of SICM, the traditional compressive sensing theory has been introduced into the SICM imaging, it reduces the sampling time but cost a lot of time in image reconstruction, especially for high-resolution imaging. Hence the traditional compressive sensing would have no superiority in term of total imaging time. Moreover, the SICM imaging using traditional compressive sensing method has a significant drawback that there is no real-time display during imaging. To overcome the drawbacks of traditional compressive sensing, a BMPA-based block compressive sensing has been proposed in this study and it is demonstrated that the block compressive sensing used in the SICM imaging not just saves the imaging time but also realize the real-time display during scanning. In this paper, we proposed a new approach to block-dividing and a new matrix arithmetic operation, for designing the measurement matrix and building block compressive sensing model. Finally, it is verified by experiments the advantage of the block compressive sensing over the traditional sampling and traditional compressive sensing in term of imaging time and real-time display.
